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About This Game

You're trapped deep within the toxic sewers. It's a dangerous place and you have to think quickly in order to survive.

Grab all of the keys in a level to open the door to freedom... or at least the next level.

The Count and Countess have sent their minions and set up traps to stop you. You are defenseless and one touch is fatal. Good
luck with that!
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tropical themed racing game very fun. Not perfect but Hodgo will live on! Best game in the series so far.Cant play without net
connection WTF.. This is the third and the last part of Alien Breed trilogy. And I think it's not the best one, but not the worst. I
would say they align like that (from best to worst):

Alien Breed 1
Alien Breed 3
Alien Breed 2

The first part is far more superior. I don't know why. Maybe the game was still fresh by then and after the first part you
basically did the same thing all over again in the next 2 parts.

Anyway. It's a decent trilogy. Some people say that its repetitivness will make you bore of the game, but it's not entirely true.
The action of these games are very fun. Fun to shoot the aliens that swarm at you from all directions. Even if you do this
hundreds of times during the games.

As for Alien Breed 3

+more aggressive aliens. They even seemed faster than in the previous parts.
+boss fights. Even tho they are quite straight forward, but still good enough.

and now annoying things

-you will get stuck in some narrow corridors
-there are so MANY explosions going on around you. One level was basically an explosion fiesta. And that's not the worst thing,
but with every explosion your screen starts to shake and you can hardly see something. Imagine that it lasts for the whole level
(~50 minutes). This is just stupidly ridiculous. Very frustrating. I know, the ship is in a bad shape and so on, but why make it
shake every few seconds and make the things explode in the exactly same spots over and over again.
-camera positioning still sucks sometimes (well, mostly when you can't rotate it)

I got this game from the Humble Bundle a few years ago. If you really want to play this game, at least get it when it's on a sale.
Otherwise it's not worth ~20€.
. Could be a good game..
S**ty controls. Terrible map. NPC mostly dont talk..
After few hours the game makes fun except the f**ing map to navigate..
But for 3 Bucks its better then nothing. You can play it at cold winterdays..or go outside and drink some beer...
06\/10. Because of this game I do not buy early access anymore.. This game has John Woo style gun shooting, zombie surfing
and little green zombie♥♥♥♥♥♥♥that bite you!. this game suuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuucks. Numbus is based around these
core tenants

1) You are a little glider, and you want to go fast.
2) "Whippersnapper! Even if I put some boost plates on the level, you couldn't handle the speed!"
3) Woah, this is the highest ratio of normal to hidden levels I've seen since Super Mario World! And they're all really, really
hard!
4) Spikes! Spikes spikes spikes! Too fast! Too fast!

I enjoyed it.. I didnt receive naruto( 7th hokage) ,can anyone help?
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First off i did not pay 90 $ for this pieace of sht its 30 for me stop thinking i gave 90 ...

Only got a 30 day of the unicorn this seems to be wrong i have send a ticket no responses yet in 2 days....

PS:

issue is fixed after 1 week they gave me a 120 day one.. OMG! FINALLY!! I have been following this project since the release
on the VR-platform, and I have been waiting for the PC-release and now, here it is! Well... What can I say, the game meets
expectations. As it was promised - the whole plot is really written in verse (I can\u2019t imagine how you did it), There are
rather simple, but addictive battles, but the most important thing is, that the plot is really deep, complicated and goes darker and
darker as you walking through the chapters. I can probably only say one thing foe sure; you can hardly expect to see such
Wonderland.. Your game is just garbage! Crashes an freezes on me everytime i start it, havent even been able to get past the
boxes...you should try makeing sure the game works before relieseing it.... Spent the better part of an hour playing this with my
wife last night, and we loved it! Took turns building or improving our armies, and whichever army of beasts won remained the
same, while the other got improved. Will definitely break this out when we have friends over, as this could easily become a fun
drinking game.

The fact that it's early access shines through a bit in terms of polish. I wish we could copy and paste beasts, or highlight and
apply batch changes. As is, if I put in 20 kangaroos and want to put lasers on each, I have to go through and add them one by
one. Not sure if there's a way to remove tech without removing the beast and starting from scratch, and I don't think there's a
way to move them around on the map once they're placed.

The soccer mode is fun, especially when all of the beasts end up crashing into a wall in a giant, bloody pile-up. It'd be nice if
each side could choose colors, instead of just black and white, as it's somewhat hard to tell which side is which at times.. The
biggest obstacle is your own instinct. It's basically screaming at you and the mechanics.. I don't know much about the historical
accuracy of the appearance. I just wanted to replace the ugly standard units for my favourite nation: The Mamluks.

The only issue is that if you turn into Egypt or Arabia, you will lose the unitpack and get the standard muslim units back. I don't
know how I could ever get to the last units in this unit pack if by that time I will have plenty of time AND reason to reform into
another country.. One of the worst games I have ever played, no controls setup, no apparent control of your weapons. The game
ad made it out to be that you were creating your own beats by using weapons, definitely not the case. The weapons seemingly
activate with the music, and you just move aroud to avoid damage. Terrible game, at least it was only $0.99.... Honestly, I
wanted to list some things that are good about the game and some things that are bad. However, I can't seem to recall a lot of the
things that I liked about the game. It MIGHT have been fun if it didn't constantly crash. Also, even if it didn't crash, I would still
get error messages after ending the game, and for some reason my computer slowed down afterwards. If I wanted my computer
to start working again, I had to restart it.
The story looked interesting in the beginning, but the end was just weird and confusing. If the main thing I remember about a
game is that it confused me, it is not that good. I wouldn't recommend it since it doesn't seem to work, and I wouldn't
recommend it for the story.
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